
Open House
Welcome!  In the next half hour, we will discuss the following

CORNERSTONES OF A RAVENSWOOD EDUCATION

ARTS INTEGRATION

INQUIRY

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

READING HABITS

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

HOMEWORK

EXPECTATIONS (Food, Attendance, etc.)

If you have any questions after reading this, please do not hesitate to contact us:

Michael Tajchman Eve Ludwig

mwtajchman@cps.cdu ecludwig@cps.edu

773.716.6167 773.318.7638

mailto:ecludwig@cps.edu
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Dominant and Traditional
Practice in American

Schools/Families
Positive Discipline

Approach

Who developed the theory? Common practice
Pavlov, Thorndike, Skinner

Adler, Driekurs, Glasser,
Nelsen, Lott, Dinkmeyer

What motivates behavior?
People respond to rewards and  
punishments in their environment.

People seek a sense of belonging (connection) 
and significance (meaning) in their social 
context

When do we have the most
influence on the behavior of
others?

At the moment of response to
a specific behavior.

In an ongoing relationship
founded on mutual respect.

What are the most powerful tools 
for adults? Control, rewards, and punishments

Empathy, understanding the perspective of 
the child, collaborative problem solving,
kind AND firm follow through

“Respect” is…

Obedience and compliance in
relationships in which dignity
and respect of the adult is
primary

Mutual, in relationships in which each person 
is equally worthy of dignity and respect

Response to inappropriate
behavior Censure, isolation, punishment

Naming without shaming and blaming, focus 
on solutions, follow through, addressing the
belief behind the behavior

Response to dangerous or 
destructive behavior Censure, isolation, punishment

Clear follow through without getting in the 
way of the student experiencing the
consequence of their action.

Believes student learning is 
maximized when…

The adult has effective control over 
student behavior

The student feels belonging and significance 
in the family, school and classroom

Social Emotional Learning



Things to Look For in 3rd Grade

• Responsibility
• MAP
• PARCC
• Home Connection (math facts, reading logs)
• Field Trips
• Emphasis on Academics

• No Snack
• No 2nd Recess

• Attendance
• Celebrations



Criteria 3 2 1 0

VARIETY
Great readers read a wide variety of genre (fiction, 
nonfiction, poetry, fantasy, biography, historical fiction, 
magazines, graphic novels, etc.).

I am fully committed to reading a 
wide variety of genre.

I am reading 2-3 different 
genre per grading period.

I am reading the same genre 
most of the time

I am not reading at 
all.

WILLINGNESS AND FREQUENCY IN SCHOOL 
Great readers read willingly and often during school, 

including designated independent reading time, and free 
time.

I am fully committed to reading 
during independent reading time 
and free time during school

I read independently during 
school, but sometimes need 
to be reminded.

I make minimal effort to read 
independently during school, 
and need frequent reminders.

I make no effort to 
read independently 
during school.

WILLINGNESS AND FREQUENCY AT HOME

Great readers are in the habit of reading at home daily for a 
minimum of 30 minutes, and often read much more!

I am fully committed to reading 
more than 30 minutes daily at 
home.

I read independently at home, 
but sometimes need to be 
reminded. I read less than 30 
minutes daily.

I make minimal effort to read 
independently at home, and 
need frequent reminders. I 
read less than 30 minutes, and 
not consistently.

I make no effort to 
read independently 
at home.

STAMINA

Great readers are able to engage with a book, and read it 
from beginning to end over time.

I start a book at the beginning and 
am dedicated to reading it 
sequentially for extended periods 
of time.

I usually start a book at the 
beginning and am dedicated 
to reading it sequentially for 
extended periods of time.

Sometimes, I just scan books 
and then find another one 
quickly.  I look for new books, 
even though I haven’t really 
finished the previous book..

I do not stick with 
books.  I usually look 
for new books to 
scan rather than 
read.

JUST RIGHT BOOKS
Great readers choose books that push them to become better 
readers, but do not frustrate them.  They choose books that 

they can stick with, but that challenge them with a few 
unfamiliar words or concepts.

I am fully committed to reading
books that push me to become a 
better reader, but do not frustrate 
me.

I mostly choose books that 
push me to become a better 
reader, but do  not frustrate 
me.

I often choose books that are 
too easy or too difficult.

I don’t make good or 
accurate choices for 
my reading level.

Habits of Great Readers



Read, read, read, read, read, 
read, read, read, read, read!

Achievement 
Percentile

Minutes Read 
Per Day

Words Read Per 
Year

90th 40.4 2,357,000
50th 12.9 601,000
10th 1.6 51,000

Research suggests that the amount of reading in and out of school is 
significantly related to the gains in reading achievement.  Adapted from 
Becoming a Nation of Readers.



D ay H om ew ork D escription

Monday
(due Tues)

ABC-123 1) List the spelling words in alphabetical order.
2) Write each word 3 times, including the abc order.
3) Write one observation about the spelling words.

Tuesday
(due Wed)

Sentences Write a sentence for each of five words that shows understanding of the word.  
Underline the word.

Wednesday
(due Thur)

Making Words Use the letters of each of 5 words to create at least 2 new words.
Example:   monarch – car, march, ram, ran, on, charm, arm, cram, harm

Thursday (due Fri) Break Down Pick five (5) words.  Write them down.  Write the number of syllables in each word.  
Determine if there is a long vowel sound in the work.  If so, write the name of the 
long vowel sound.

Friday 
(due Mon)

Book Review Choose a book you have recently finished and write a review.  Your review should 
include:  the name of the book and author, a brief summary,  and your rating (1-5 
stars!) and why.

Third Grade Homework 
You will have three parts to your homework each day: spelling, math and reading.  
The spelling homework is described below.  
Your math homework will be a Homelink page from Everyday Math, or a math practice page.  
Your reading homework is to read for at least 30 minutes daily.  An adult family member should initial your 
Home Reading Log.  
Spelling Homework:
Each week you will study ten new spelling words.  You will be tested on these on the last day of the school 
week, usually Friday.   
Below you will find an outline and description for this homework.  Spelling homework should be done every 
day.  You will have homework even on days when you do not attend school, which will be due on the 
next school day.
Graded homework will be sent home in the same folder.  Please take a moment each night to check over 
and reflect on returned work.



Grading Criteria – 3rd Grade
Reading
Reading Response (Rubric) 25%
Reading Level 40%
Habits of Reading 10%
End of Unit Assessments 25%

Science
Tests 25%
Notebooks 25%
Lab Sheets 25%
Inquiry Process 25%

Writing
Final Drafts 40%
Process 30%
Spelling Quizzes 20%
Daily Edit 10%

Social Studies
Notebooks 30%
Inquiry Process 30%
Summative Assessment 40%

Math
Tests 30%
Open Response 20%
Lessons 20%
Boxes 20%
Games 10%



PARKING LOT


